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About This Content

Soak in the air of authenticity with some beautiful steel-and-wood Boxcars!

The X23 boxcar was a 40-foot standard box car of the Pennsylvania Railroad, built from 1911 to 1915 in a run of more than
6.900 cars in total. The car featured a steel under-frame and wood sheathing, making it extremely light compared to older cars.
The X23 served as a new standard design and it was also the base for the R7 refrigerator car, the X24 Automobile car and many

other examples of rolling stock from the Pennsylvania Railroad.

During WWII, the Pennsylvania Railroad had a shortage of cabooses. It was decided in 1943 to re-build some of the X23
boxcars into cabooses, which were named the NX23 class cabin car.

After WWII, new types of freight cars started to arrive and the X23 boxcars were quickly outdated. During the late 1940s and
1950s, the X23 boxcars were scrapped with some of the cars being assigned to work equipment services. A handful of X23 and

NX23 boxcars survived until the 1960s.

This highly detailed model for Train Simulator, developed by 3DZUG and Trains & Drivers, represents this icon American
Steam Era boxcar as it was used after WWII and in the 1950s.

Key Features

X23 boxcar of the Pennsylvania Railroad
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Custom numbering : 400 001 - 40105 & 501 001 - 501 852

Faithfully created model for Train Simulator

Different wearings and weatherings included (randomly selected)

Highly detailed models with steel-frame and wood sheathing

Custom sounds

Bettenheim trucks (post 1940)

Buckeye couplers

Era: Late 1940s -1950s

Download size: 141.7 MB
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The first floor is stunning. We need more VR apps like this! I originally bought it so I could do a joke review that would
reference a game that had a VR art museum in it, but it was legitimagely badass. I loved the ancient civilizations exhibit! The
second floor wasn't as great and the elevator gave me slight motion sickness, but that's down to personal taste, not a lack of
quality. Definitely check this out!. Basic concepts and design of cars and maps are interesting but the concept of a car that can't
turn in any way on races with a lot of sharp turns is incredibly frustrating. Additionally, the controls to drift are annoying, press
too long it stops, not enough it doesn't start, goes to a close angle to straight you'll lose the drift. The difficulty curves also climb
way too quickly.
Also, the menu to customize your car are a pain in the ***, you always go back at the beginning of the menu when you go back.
Finally, the loading (and the process) to restart a race are quite annoying.
. tl;dr - Game's amazing, go ahead and buy it, help with developing it further!

Even though it's in Early Access and there aren't many quests available up to a certain point (but that's good for now, because
while you wait you can experience different gameplay mechanics), there certainly is a lot of stuff to do.

The game allows you to follow a path of your own choosing - either a freelance trader/supplier/freighter who picks up
assignments on the newly met space stations, or a skillful and precise pilot of a powerful fighter who gets rid of the marauder
and pirate scum - the game doesn't force you to do anything and right now you can really do whatever you want.

As a production of a "one man studio" it has a lot of content and I certainly hope that the studio will grow, for there is much
work to be done - can't wait to pursue my trader career further, for now I'm stuck wandering around the emptiness of space and
mining rocks (for that's another alternative to what I've mentioned earlier). I shall not point out all of the stuff you can find in
the game for I think you should just hop in and find out for yourself.

The creator is very helpful and active on the forums, eliminating bugs and acknowledging the tips and suggestions.

Even though I've played for a few hours, and the game has been up for less than a day (and it's already being patched up and
community suggestions are already being added to the game), I'd say it's totally worth its price.. really creepy point click game. I
like the concept. At the beggining things might look a bit messy.
Took me a while to find out what I was actually doing and learn every class ability or how it could help me achieve my
objective.

So, the robber team, they spawn close to the bank entrance and the deal is managing to steal an X amount of money before the
time runs out or the cops find and kill you. While you pretend to be a npc you can walk around the bank and use your class
abilities to help you out while trying to not be spoted performing certain actions that can give you away. Or you can just go wild,
put your mask on and start shooting.

The cops must find out who are the robbers and stop them before they steal the money. They also have abilities to choose from.
They can plant motion devices, plant secret cameras to help the team, also disguise as an NPC and alot more stuff.

After you die (either as cop or as a robber) you get to spectate the game in a really unique way, you spawn like a drone and and
are able to fly around and still communicate with the alive teammates. So, your job never really ends.

Theres a bunch of cool feautures both team have acess to and part of me still thinks I probably missed some cool stuff.
theres for sure alot of stuff to improve but that's why we here.

I would really like to have some kind of minimap and know where my teammates are. Everytime I hear shooting, glass breaking
or any other alarming sound Im never sure where it comes from.
the shooting seems.. wonky... I never know if Im hitting anything at all.

I support.
. Fun little game, it presents you with some core mechanics and as you continue it comes with more challenge as you master the
controls.
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The game works in a level room system where you must clear each one of them as fast as you can, best times unlock weapons
which can change the way you play and your tactics to clear each room faster, some of the guns are simply better than others,
however, and there is a couple that you will probably never use except in very specific situations, there is a lot of variety which
is pretty neat and appreciated. You can also unlock 2 new characters with different special skills besides the weapons.

The art is charming and neat, works very well with the gameplay.

Excellent background music, there is only a couple tracks but they go really well with the game and doesn't feel too repetitive.

Overall a fun experience and if it was polished a little more it could be even better, very much worth the price.. This is so
disappointing. Everything I loved about DW1 is gone here. The traps all feel way too powerful, most levels Ive played so far can
be beaten with a single trap. The importance of combining all of the effects of different traps to milk as much XP off of
enemies as possible is gone because you can just beat the same level over and over again without changing your strategy or
without trying to improve your setups. In DW1 you only earn xp if you beat your previous xp record. This made that game a lot
more skill-based and less about grinding.

The worst part is that every time I play the first game I get teased with all the new content here that is actually good, that the
developer had to ruin by dumbing the game down to appeal to players that don't want to learn how to improve themselves and
just want to grind the same level over and over for free xp. The old xp system forced you to adapt to difficult levels that you
can't just breeze through without trying.

If he added limits to upgrade levels or at the very least, brought back the old xp system, this would be my favorite game on
Steam.

6\/10, would've been the best sequel to a game since Team Fortress 2

EDIT: The balancing has improved a lot since I first played, and the old xp system can be enabled after beating the game. I don't
understand why it isnt default, but I guess Ill have to make do since this is my favorite game series of all time. :\\. The comic
creator....well, perhaps I'm not its target market. The available graphics seem limited. It's OK if you're trying to do basic
transforms. But one wonders if MS paint would do a better job...just saying.

Make up your own mind with this gameplay: https:\/\/youtu.be\/PMWys3RR8aw
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Really good idea fairly well executed. Had lots of fun playing with our 8-year-old.
Then got stuck at the lighthouse, waaaay too difficult and finicky spot, miss one jump and you're done.
Could have been avoided with proper playtesting or having a difficulty setting.
Still, i recommed trying it.. Cool game!
Played it while on my exercisebike and got quite a good pump going. Worth it on a sale, but I'm hard-pressed to recommend this
otherwise. It does a really good job of tickling that nostalgia bone for old school adventure gamers, but it does quite a number of
things terribly. Tedious walking, a ton of unnecessary detail that just takes up time and adds little to either the atmosphere or the
story, and a protag that likes to hear himself talk without actually saying anything of substance. There's also nothing impressive
about the writing itself. The characters are bland, the dialogue could be much better, and the story's lackluster. The voice
acting's kind of decent, especially for an indie production, but it's hard to ignore some very spotty moments, like that Chinese
"cab driver", etc., that I could have done without.. It's a snide way to claw some extra money for content that always has been
and should be in these titles for free, but - without it, the game doesn't have the impact in the battle that it should.

There's nothing like pressing "insert" to get a unit-eye view ("K" to hide the overlay) as they charge home, following an arrow to
its mark, or zooming in so close - the full range of animations is played in the melee and it is a DLC that Shogun 2 cannot be
played without, in my opinion.

Don't try the gore mods - they're useless.

I'm recommending this, but I disapprove of the fact that it exists.. This is not a functioning game. Prison Tycoon is probably the
best prison simulator you can buy.. steam has a lot of nerve and obviously boundless greed to be putting completely dead
multiplayer only games like this one on a front page sale.

they should not be selling this game at all!! because the one thing the game relies on to function, can not be done anymore!!

if you buy this game today, you are♥♥♥♥♥♥out of luck!! you will only play by yourself and there is no game there!!!

money spent on this game is money wasted. you have been warned.. Fun for 10m, then boring as hell. Great detailed
locomotive! I love the prototype, and this dose a great job recreating the looks. However the sounds are kinda a letdown. I don't
think their that bad though. 8.5\/10
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